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Oregon Medical Education Foundation
Join us on Friday, December 2 as we celebrate a brighter
Future of Medicine.
OMEF was founded in 1961 and is the only healthcare nonprofit providing
wraparound, whole-person support to help Oregon’s MD, DO & PA students
not just survive, but thrive during their medical education.
Our scholarships are a literal lifeline to students in need, and through our
community grants we partner with community leaders to give students every
chance to expand their educational horizons and encourage prospective
students from diverse backgrounds to pursue a career in healthcare.
This winter we will bring together 250 community leaders, providers, students,
family and friends at the new Ironlight venue in Lake Oswego to meet this
year’s Future of Medicine Leadership Scholarship recipients and celebrate
those who go above and beyond to make Oregon the best place to live, work,
play and practice medicine.

Friday, December 2, 2022
Ironlight | 525 Third St, Lake Oswego
6pm Welcome | 7pm Dinner | 8pm Awards
9pm After party
Sponsorships now available - contact Julie@theomef.org to secure yours today!

OMEF exists to reduce barriers to entry and set students up for success:

Champions for a bright future of medicine
OMEF has helped hundreds of students achieve their dreams, awarding over
$550,000 in urgently needed financial relief to help offset some of the crushing
debt burden most students face when pursuing a medical education.

Our flagship program, the Future of Medicine Leadership Scholarship, provides
the most support to students who demonstrate exceptional leadership qualities.
Our vision is to also create a statewide Mentorship program that would bring
tremendous benefit not only to students but also to their mentors. With burnout
on the rise and mental health at the forefront of many conversations, this
professional resources is more important than ever.

You will hear from Leadership Scholars like
Carolina about what it’s like to be a student
today and be inspired by her generation’s
vision for the future.
Visit www.theomef.org/2021-Scholars to meet
all seven of last year’s recipients.
Carolina holds a Master's degree in Public Health and is a Physician Assistant
student at OHSU. She grew up in a rural community in Southern Oregon and
upon graduation plans to return to practice medicine and help solve healthcare
inequities such as lack of access, limited treatment options and affordability of
insurance.
She sees the lack of communication between providers and patients as a
significant hurdle and a strong determinant of health and is committed to
building bridges as a bilingual and bicultural provider.

Sponsorship Opportunities

To confirm your place, please contact julie@theomef.org
Presenting Sponsor - $10,000 – 1 available
Your organization will take center stage! Benefits include:
• Speaking opportunity – on-stage presentation of the Leadership awards
• Top-tier logo positioning on all promotional materials
• Additional verbal, digital and print recognition on event-night, Friday, December 2
• Table of eight (8) tickets to the event and table sign with logo
• Bonus event: Verbal and digital recognition before an additional 500+ students on our
virtual Awards drawing on Thursday, December 1.

Gold Sponsor - $7,500 – 2 available
Let us highlight your support for the healthcare community in a big way! Benefits include:
• Brought to you by…your choice of event-night: Inspirational speaker or After-party
• Prime logo positioning on all promotional materials
• Additional verbal, digital and print recognition on event-night, Friday, December 2
• Table of eight (8) tickets to the event and table sign with logo
• Bonus event: Verbal and digital recognition before an additional 500+ students on our
virtual Awards drawing on Thursday, December 1.

Silver Sponsor - $5,000 – 2 available
Coming together to celebrate our industry’s resilience in a big way! Benefits include:
• Inclusion of your logo on all promotional materials
• Additional verbal recognition plus logo on digital and print materials on event-night,
Friday, December 2
• Table of eight (8) tickets to the event and table sign with logo
• Bonus event: Verbal and digital recognition before an additional 500+ students on our
virtual Awards drawing on Thursday, December 1.

Bronze Sponsor - $2,500 – 4 available
Kickstart a bright future of medicine with OMEF! Benefits include:
• Inclusion of your logo on select promotional and event-night materials
• Table of eight (8) tickets to the event and table sign with logo

Available with any package: individual tickets from $100
We expect this event to sell out so please plan accordingly to avoid disappointment.
General ticket sales start October 1 at www.theomef.org/events
To confirm your package, please contact Julie Davidson – Julie@theomef.org | 503 619 8129

